The order of the poems is entirely up to the poet-many find they like to string the poems together in a way that has significance. Which brings up a personal point when it comes to creating a chapbook:
To theme or not to theme?
Poetry has always been a tricky art form in terms of its appeal to the general public.
One thing that is widely suggested by all of the successful publishers is gathering all your poems together by a theme. Cooking, sports, martial arts, school, a particular hobby or interest.
A lot of poets tend to reject this idea on impulse-many claim "I don't write to a specific theme, I tend to write about more diverse topics than that," quite so-many of the most famous poets in history wrote a great deal more than we have seen in our books in the classroom, or the collections on our nightstand. But of course we haven't seen them all-and likely all of ours probably won't be seen.
Anthologies these days tend to take submissions based on particular topics which they find easier to market and poets Some publishers would argue that using a theme for poetry books also helps the reader decide if this book is for themmarketing, as it is very rare that readers will seek out a book by a beginning poet who has no reputation for themselves yet based on their name alone.
We seek out poets like Edgar Allan Poe, 
2: Family and Friends
Some authors of chapbooks find that their supply tends to run out almost immediately before they even get to book launches or live readings. Some authors tend to get too few copies of their chapbook made and find that they have very few or none left by the time their family gets through! Your mother will tell your aunt who will tell your second-cousin who will tell your grandparents, so on and so forth.
While poetry books might be popular on the poetry scene-in regular life for most people knowing someone who produced a book, even a small book is a big deal! People often underestimate how many friends and family will want to get a hold of your book.
3: Book Launch
This is a great way not only to move a lot of your books but to make you feel like a star for a day. 
7: Giveaways
Most people like getting things for free. www.localgemspoetrypress.com
